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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Complete the sentence. The key purpose of Gap Analysis is to _____

Options: 
A- establish quality parameters for the architecture

B- identify potential missing or overlapping functions

C- validate nonfunctional requirements

D- identify commercial building blocks to be purchased

E- determine the required service levels for the architecture

Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Which of the following is a responsibility of an Architecture Board?

Options: 
A- Conducting assessments of the maturity level of architecture discipline within the organization

B- Allocating resources for architecture projects

C- Creating the Statement of Architecture Work

D- Establishing targets for re-use of components

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
The Architecture Board is a governance body that oversees and supports the implementation of architectures within an organization.

One of its responsibilities is to conduct assessments of the maturity level of architecture discipline within the organization using

frameworks such as CMMI or ACMM. This helps to identify areas for improvement and monitor progress towards achieving higher levels

of maturity. Reference: https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap44.html
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Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Consider the following descriptions of deliverables consumed and produced across the TOGAF ADM cycle.

Which deliverables match these descriptions?



Options: 
A- 1 Architecture Requirements Specification - 2 Request for Architecture Work - 3 Statement of Architecture Work - 4 Architecture

Principles

B- 1 Statement of Architecture Work - 2 Architecture Principles - 3 Architecture Requirements Specification - 4 Request for Architecture

Work

C- 1 Architecture Principles - 2 Architecture Requirements Specification - 3 Request for Architecture Work - 4 Statement of Architecture

Work

D- 1 Request for Architecture Work - 2 Statement of Architecture Work - 3 Architecture Principles - 4 Architecture Requirements

Specification

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
The Request for Architecture Work is a deliverable that is sent from the sponsor and triggers the start of an architecture development

cycle. It defines the scope, budget, schedule, and deliverables for a specific architecture project. The Statement of Architecture Work is

a deliverable that is produced by the architect and defines the approach and resources needed to complete an architecture project. It

forms the basis of a contractual agreement between the sponsor and the architecture organization. The Architecture Principles are a

deliverable that is produced by the architect and defines the general rules and guidelines for the architecture work. They reflect the

business principles, business goals, and business drivers of the organization. The Architecture Requirements Specification is a

deliverable that is produced by the architect and defines the requirements that govern the architecture work.It covers both functional and
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non-functional requirements as well as constraints and assumptions.

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following best describes the purpose of the Architecture Roadmap?

Options: 
A- It provides for effective communication of the end architecture project to the stakeholders

B- It is sent from the sponsor and triggers the start of an architecture development cycle

C- It forms the basis of a contractual agreement between the sponsor and the architecture organization

D- It lists work packages on a timeline showing progress towards the Target Architecture

Answer: 
D

https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf91-doc/arch/chap36.html


Explanation: 
The purpose of the Architecture Roadmap is to provide a high-level view of how the Baseline Architecture will transition to the Target

Architecture over time. It lists work packages on a timeline showing progress towards the Target Architecture, as well as dependencies,

risks, and benefits. The Architecture Roadmap forms part of the Implementation and Migration Plan and guides the execution of the

architecture projects. Reference: https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap20.html

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Exhibit
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Consider the illustration showing an architecture development cycle Which description matches the phase of the ADM labeled as item 1?

Options: 
A- Conducts implementation planning for the architecture defined in previous phases

B- Provides architectural oversight for the implementation

C- Operates the process of managing architecture requirements

D- Establishes procedures for managing change to the new architecture

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
The phase of the ADM labeled as item 1 is Phase F: Migration Planning. This phase conducts implementation planning for the

architecture defined in previous phases by creating an Architecture Roadmap and a detailed Implementation and Migration Plan. This

phase also identifies and groups major work packages, transition architectures, projects, and dependencies. Reference:

https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap19.html
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Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following best describes a purpose of the Gap Analysis technique?

Options: 
A- To validate non-functional requirements

B- To establish quality metrics for the architecture

C- To determine service levels for the architecture

D- To identify missing functions

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
Gap analysis is a technique that is used to validate an architecture by highlighting the shortfall between the Baseline Architecture and

the Target Architecture. One of the purposes of gap analysis is to identify missing functions that are either deliberately omitted,

accidentally left out, or not yet defined in the Target Architecture.Missing functions are marked as gaps that need to be filled by

developing or procuring the building blocks.
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Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is used lo structure architectural information in an orderly way so that it can be processed to meet stakeholder needs?

Options: 
A- A Stakeholder Map

B- An Architecture Framework

C- Content Metamodel

D- An EA Library

Answer: 
B

Explanation: 



An Architecture Framework is used to structure architectural information in an orderly way so that it can be processed to meet

stakeholder needs. An Architecture Framework provides a common language and taxonomy for describing architectures; a set of tools

and techniques for creating architectures; a method for defining views and viewpoints for different stakeholders; a metamodel for

representing architecture artifacts; a repository for storing and managing architecture artifacts; and a governance framework for

controlling architecture development and evolution. Reference: The TOGAF Standard | The Open Group Website, Section 2 Core

Concepts.
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